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ABSTRACT
The questxon to be examiled in this= essay is whethek

the practice of scientific libraries (including special libraries and
documentation) can rely- on well and developed theoretical-
works or studies as regards the-conception of developments_ the
requirements of the scientific and_technical revolution, its place in
the social division of labor ada. the interrelationship between its
components. _Andkwhether there are some-questions relating to general
educational policy, sociology and library theory, in short, to
liirary philosophy which are raised throughout the world by
scientific and technological development and economic_growth. In the
author's opinion, the answer to the first question is in the negative
while it is in the affirmative to the secondHoyevers the two
questions are closely related, and the answers to be given and a
thorough explanation of the problems involved is conditional upon
long-term multi-dimensional, and institutional research work on the
part of the specialists._ This study seeks to contribute to this _=

research work by raising certain questions and outlining certain
ypotheses..(Author/SJ)
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Summary*

The main argument of this study may be summed under the following
headings:

1) Owing to its scientific and economic importance, the scientific library
forms a particular field of research in itself;

2) InfOrmation spheres in the intellectual communication system of
society;

3) A hypothetic multi=channel model of the flow of information carried
by special literature;

4) The comparative backwardness of theoretical work in one of the main
reasons for the virtual irreconcilability of contradictions between the individual
tendencies in library policy_and,the different "Oriented" approaches (library
science- oriented approach; documentatien-oriented approach.; history-oriented
approach);

5) The conception of the unity of librarianship and the library system
needs to be further developed. The scientific library has two features: it appears
as part of the general librarysystem and as part of the entire body of science,
and as such, is a subject of science policy;

6) The theoretical formulation and foundation of the division of,labour
between scientific libraries (as general) and speciaLlibraries (as particular) is
one of the key issues of a further development of scientific librarianship as
a Whole;

7) Scientific libraries have a special task in recondling the contradictions,
divergent views; and problems-arising front the debate on the "two cultures"
(i.e. the [natural] scientific vs. ,humaniestie erudition and culture);

8) Scientific libraries allio have a, special task in eliminating backward-
ness, in reaching the world Standard, in the economic, scientific, and technolo-
gical fields, _ and in increasing "per 'capita kind feeling" in-the human field.

The question to be examined is whether the practice of acientifid libraries
(including special libraries and documentation) can rely on well=founded and
developed theoretical Werke or studies as regards the Conception of deVelop-
ment, the requirements Of the scientific and technical revolution, its place in
the social diviSion of labour and the interrelationship between its components.
Arid whether there are some questiona relating to general educational policy,

The first version of this- stady_ was_ published in No, 4., 1986 -of Magyar Konyv-
- *tank (ix 297=312), a periodical of the Ilungarian Academy of Sciences with the fol-

16wing -title: A Audorn&yos=.korlyvtr assiudorninyot-technilcei forradllom kortiban.
(Scientific Library in the Age the Scientific -and TechniCal Revolution.)



sociology and library theory, in short to library philosophy which are raised
throughout the world by the scientific and technological development and
economic growth?

In my opinion, the answer to the first queStion is in the negative while
it is in the affirmative in the second, However, the two questions are closely
related, and the answers to be given and a thorough explanation of the problems
involved is conditional upon long-term, multi-dimensional, and institutional
research work on the part of the specialists. .

:This study-seeks to -contribide to this research-work by raising certain
questions and outlining certain hypotheses._ In my yiew, to raise the key issues
of a debate May, in itself, be profitable in certain ,cases, and I consider the
luestion of the place and devekrpment of the scientific library in the coaitions
of the scientific and technical recoltaion as such a ease.



I. OWING TO ITS SCIENTIFIC AND ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE, THE SCI-
ENTIFIC LIBRARY FORMS A PARTICULAR FIELD OF RESEARCH IN
ITSELF

Theory is nourished by pradtice,_ and- generalizes the praCtical experi,
ences.- At the_sime as = science shows, a good.theorY is ultimately the-best
practice. Starting froni certain practical .examples, which aro _meant to serve
the purpose of this Stick only, let us now consider some data 'on the work bf
scientific libraries and- examine ?chat real social needs they are expected to meet;
to what- extent they hive succeeded in - meeting these needs; on- what baiis
they are, developing: Only a full kno;iedge of these problems can justify
theoretical= considerations, -howeier hypothetical. As a case study, let ts take
the exanitile ' Of Hungary, a country with a comparatively well-developed
culturalsand -library system,- and with minor and limited -economic resources
and p_oSsibilities.ww(Data- referred to in the study show -the situation afew years
ago bUt the recentness of data does not count much since they-are only cited
as .examples.)1 --

In-the late Sixties, 1600. scientific and special libraries were operating in Hungary
(of which, some 1100 were in the capital), holding 27 million library units with an average
yearly circulation of-8_to 10 millions. (By *ay of enuip_afison: in 1963 a-total of 19 000
librarteS were active in Hungary, of which-some 10 000 belonged to the public library
system, aril 7000-to= the,-,,sehool- library, system. From our particular viewpoint only a
fragment of, this "timber may be taken into' consideration, above all some of the county
librEines which have-mede a--certain gradtial _progress.)

In 1963, Over 76 million foritits were spent on acquisitions in scientific and special
libraries: According to 1964-figures, linported4nittelial- amounted to an equivalent of
almost--26 inillion-forints.,The,value of a sizeable amount, of foreign literature, especially
periodicals and -research reports, received "on a_ forint basis" (i.e. without spending
fOreign.currencies);, should-14So _be_- added_ to thiS sum. Listing :360000 Reins, .over 2000

1MM KikiniCiVelodefif nosittilY.-jelenten a tudomanyo& skakkonyvtari szakfelii.
gyeletr61.-GePittit. -40., (Ministry -of- Education: ,Dept. -of Public -Education. Report on
the Scientific tindiSpeeial libraties..-March,=1965.);'.Tudoirittnytis 6s _fizakkonyvttiralt 1903.
(Statistics: on_ seientifiti special librariee.)=_Budapest, '1964, K.- Statisztikai Iiivatal.
pp. 66.; Statisztikai tAjOkottato Tudoinanyostis siakkohyvtarak 1964.
'_6V1 adatai. -MM.=TervfOositalnitatisztikatosztalya. 196g.- &oz. (Statistical Bulletin.
-1964:=Adult- edueistion.-Scienttfie and Special libraries.- Figures for 1964.); A tudomeinyos
.kutatilt helyieti eirrejl6ditie..81ntisitikal:108zaki k6:,lemenyek. Vol.- 72. 1965/6. pp. 71.
(The state ancl developthent Of seientifieresearch.);=-Mernokok, teehnikusek, eat% folio-
Os kili'epfoktilvegzettnegfi_sztikeinberek7foglalkoZtattlisa:Statistakaild6szakil{(77./enignyek,
vel. 64: 1964/6.-z_pp.' 193( (Employment of engineers, teohnicians- and other high and
Middle-grade Specialists.);--kMagyar,Tudomanyes Akademia tiienot tSve (1949 1964).
Melleklet az -MTA-Elnokeegi beszamolojahoz,-a koigyfileien. Budapest, 1965. pp.
213.:(Fifteen years, of -ThingatianiAcademy- of Sciences. Suppleinent to the report of
the r!residitim Subniitted,to-the---125th_tleneral 'Atueinbly.)
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bibliographical and documentary publications were registered in 1963, and 55 000 trans=
lations of scientific and technical publications were reported, totalling' 960 000 pages.
At the end of 1963, 4400 persons were employed by scientific and technical libraries,
of whom 3700 ivcre engaged in professional, activities. The distribution of libraries by
supporting agencies is as follows: company and office libraries 45%; higher education
42 %; research and designing institutes 10%. The average number of library units held
by the latter type' of libraries was 11 000 :while the average annual budget, allocation-
for acquisitions to research libraries was 100 000 Ft, as compared to 4'7 000 in other
libraries. 64% of the total holdings of scientific and special libraries belonged to scientific
libraries of a national character. .

_- -And what is the size of research network- to be-supplied with information by the
scientific-and special libraries?

-Iii Hergary- there are some= scientific institutions, of which 131 are research
institutes- proper, _1963, 2,25% of the- national in-come was spent- on research and
development; totalling- 3650 million-lorints. Of this sum research expenditures and
:investments -amounted--tO 2365- millions. The number of those engaged in scientific
institutions was well over__38 000:-

Without giving any detailed- explanation and- coiliparisen, which would take a
- separate Statistical study, here are some further figures for Hungarian research institutes,

scientific and special libraries; as well as related services in order to give an idea of their
order of magnitude.

Number of institutions

Personnel
Expenditure (including tech-

nological development and
investments)

Research projecti, library
holdings and services

r Research -

900
(of which 131 are research

institutes)

38 000

3650 million Fte (of which
2365 million (mints are
on research)

8 to 10 thousarids1

Scientific and special
libraries

1600
(of which 160 are associated

with research or desig- 1

ning institutes)
4400

76 million Fts (for acquisi-
tion only, without main-
tenance costs, personnel
and other expenditures)

27 million unite. Lending:
8 to 10 millions. Biblio-
graphical and documen-

publications: 2200
with380000items prows-,.

sad. Translations: 55 000
(960 000 pages)

To give an- overall picture, it should be added that the number of the gainfully
employed popidation was 4,5-millions of which 3,3% hold *=university diploma or the
equivalent, (11,9% of thapopulation- employed socialist sector had secondary
school certificates or were graduates tram higher educational institutions as of October 1,
1963).- The.number of scientista ttni scholars who had-obtained higher degrees awarded
by-the,Hungarian Academy of Sciences waif 200. Of these 360 were holders of the degree
of "doctor scientiarum": and 2300 bad posed the degree of ,"candidatus of scientiarum"
As of SepteMber 1, 1964, 1600 "aspirants" (including foreign aspirants) were preparing
to obtain the latter degree.

To be sure, these data need further specification and correction, but this
is unnecessary here; nor is it necessary to indicate certain proportions and
regUlarities or make international comparisons it would take further investi-
gations, analyses, etc. since they are only meant factually to support the

2 In reality, the number of research works was less than that, however fragmented
the project* were,
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statement that the scientific library itself, by virtue of its important- tasks
(and this applies both to data on the research sector and to the sector of scientif-
ic libraries), is a subject of study involving investigations in such fields as
complex library theory; organization and management science (in harmony
with the library's specialized fields of interest or I.ofile" as it is called);
technological developihent; economics.. Naturally, these investigations should
be highly differentiated according_ to library functions (promoting education,

_research and tecnologieal development) and to the library's "profile" (special-
ized- fields -of interest, branches of''science).

Besides these practical requirements. scientific libraries as cultural
institutions -or, in the case.of big- historical collections sewn -type- and
general cultural institutions, represent-certain "inlansjibleae14i which cannot
be expressed in quantitative _terms-.or, if so, then only with great difficulty.
And it-is anyhow mean ingless,:aince libraries form-an organic part of a country's
intellectual- assets, and- (like other public collections, theatres, opera
houses,-etc) also -represgnPthe -country's intellectual level irrespective of their
practical usefulness at it-given time. At any fate, it should not be left out of
consideration that the concrete and readily applicable results of scientific
libraiy work even in the field of natural sciences and technology -- may
only indirectly and through transmissions make their effect felt (in scientific
Work -and research).

Owing to its manifold functions and the social demands it has to meet,
the scientific library, acting as a supporter of scientific and practical economic
work, as a-:workshop of higher education and training, as an institution for
the diffusion of culture alid general knowledge, and Wit but not least as a
scientific institute, thus forms a complexity of scientific pmblems. This being
so, i.e. that-the-scientific library itself iaa scientific problem, it is also obvious
hat the solutions- may be attained through scientific _methods and approached
'trough, theoretical work only.

II. INFORMATION SPHERES IN THE INTELLECTUAL COMMUNICATION
'SYSTEM OF_ SOCIETY

One important junction of theoretical questions concerning scientific
libraries is the relation of the latter to'Special literature information (the term
"special literature information " -will henceforward lie understood as infinina-
tion given on and from special literature).

The socially necessary inforMation-on special literature is an integral part
of the aocio-economic informant": Osten; (including scientific progress and
'technological development) and the scientifie-apprOach to their problems may
only be conceived in relation -with the whole linformation system) and part
(information on special literature) relationship.

'Society needs-every-kind of information irrespective of provenience and
birm'whiCh may be effectively -utilized within organized social activities (eon -
Millie,- scientific, technological, etc.). What-is strongly underlined here is the
Content-, the usability' on, the-merits of information father than its form and tech-
nical "pioduction' ; its channels,arid so forth. Of course the latter are also of
griar mOnieni, since- they render information- realizable, From the particular
aspects of-this Study, hoWeVer, their treatment may be disregarded and this
problem leas been-widely'diacusaed in the special literature anyhow.
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Hence it follows that information on special literature is a subordinate
concept of the intellectual communication system of society. The specific weight
of the importance of information on special literature-within the intellectual
communication sytitem of society largely depends + .1 time, the subject field
and the purpose of application.

Information on special literature in every respect forms only a part.
and a -part of variable specific weight of information.

Information on special literature or rather spccial literature information
as has been referred to above, which taken in a broad sense and as a collective
term represents a "collective mammy", the continuity of knoiiledge and
intellectual assets, involves information on special literature, both primary
and secondary, i.e. its collecting, storing, processing and transmitting institu-
tions, the types of services which functionally and organizationally materialize
(in -the historical sequence of their evoliement) in library, bibliography and
documentation. Spedal literature information in this sense is not identical with
documentation. Moreover, documentation is not a synonym for organized infor-
mation 'or otherwise:

documentation special lit4rature information information system

Starting from the most general conceptual sphere, this process may also
be represented this way:

1-- library
information system special literature information bibliography

documentation

Documentation forms the most mobile part of special literature informa-
tion and plays-the most active role in economic and technological development,
_taken in a strict sense.

Documentation is eoncarned with that par tof the entire body of knowl-
edge which, more than anything, is subject to -"moral amortization", i.e. to
obsolescence. It is characterized by a, vast amount-of data.- In view of the fact
that the bulk of data is partly readily applicable in economic and technological
development, partly -more-or-less epheineral in character, the speed of their
processing_ and transfer -seems -to-le the most important factor. Attempts at
solving the mechanization_ of documentation- follow from these thiee factors or
rather from the demandefor then,

Besides -its 'content, form and the circumstances of its diffusion, special
literature is also determined, to some extent; by the handling of the actual
documents,. A__pritelitt inn company (hi its calculation section) is an aid of
"consumable supply" nature-, while in a national library it is looked upon as

domeitio print,- a specimen- of"museum-value", or in a special-library it is
handled-as special literaturefor research _piirp_oses. This poses the question of
whether a statistical snivel:, (published in 50 to 100 copies or "non-published")
designed fora restricted circulation is "special literature"? And again, whether
standards, patent Apecifiestions, prospectuses, catalogues of industrial fairs,
inarket-reportain for4fligti_trade(iii*few dozens of copies for official use only)
maY -be- regarded-ai "special-literature"1- In this sense, we may speak of the
double feature ofelecumenta. In abroad- sense, the afore-goipg ca ries may
all be qualified as _documentii.--However, as regards content, literature
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can also be taken in a *arrow sense which, feasibly does not permit the
arbitrary inclusion of the former categories in it. From the aspect of documen-
tation, these- "non-traditional" documents (research reports, prospectuses,
standards, etc.) belong to the sphere of special literature information or rather
to the still wider sphere of economic and technical information.

The double feature applies not only to special literature: information,
necessary to society, ileo has at least two feature*. First it appears as informa-
tion explored and transmitted to be applied to a certain task ("direct mission-
oriented inforMation"), then it may also appear as information serving current
awareness and rgeneral orientation ("indirect mission oriented information").

It seemnfeasible to treat infornmtion, which lends itself for use in pro-
duction, economic or technological activities, as a pralud of special services
and as something representing economic value, emerging from and serving
the purposes of the process k I reproduction on tie increasing scale. In other
words, criteria, for this examination should be tormented in terms-of economic
categories according to this process:

- production -4 distribution (circulation) consumption

This study tends to approach the problems of information from the
"consumption" or utilization side of special literature information in contrast
with the more customary ',production" side, implying a quantitative con-
templation of the subject.

What the "production" quantitative contemplation of special litera-
ture information, a practice which has been predominant up to now, implies,
is that the stress is placed on the production of secondary information, that is,
the products of documentation play the leading role. From this it emerges that
the system of special literature hiformation May well be compared with a
railroad without a time-table along the lines of which the trains are loaded at
stations (products of documentation) and the traffic manager's only concern
is to let the trains start out from his station; after the train's departure he
does not mind any longer what will- happen to it; whether it will "collide"
with other twins; what other "parallel" freight is under Way; whether or not
it will safely reach its destination; where it will be unloaded Thus, once the
train has left, he just does not care about it.

It is, therefore, essential to 'shift the stress onto the "consumption", onto
the use of information,, and starting owl from this, to define its production and
distribution, too:

The socially special literature information . production of
secondary information (wraith a reasonable division of labour) distribution
(circulation, according to needs).

III. A HYPOTHETICAL MULTICHANNEL MODEL OF THE FLOW OF
INFORMATION CARRIED BY SMCIAL L/TERATIME

Documentation does not exist* itself; it is saw* the documentation
of something (a branch of science,'s profession, art., etc.); documentation has
to start out from the actual needs of these things even if the individual
sector* are Nei always able to formulate their-needs. These needs may be latent
or potential; and it is = precisely one of the most important -tasks of special
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literature infennatioe to contribute its own inquiries. theoretical arid practical,
to raining and formulafing the needs.

All this may seem obvious or even commonplace, but these problems
will be nd in another light by taking stock of the individual products ofI
special literature information, a good part of which will appear as being
produced without adequate.planntog or 'market research".

The "hypothetical multi-channel" :Dodd of the flow of secondary infor-
mation -- and of organized special literature information in general may
be outlined (through the example of an imaginary -industrial company) as
follows:

The company subscribes to a foreign technical journal, most essential
in respect of the given coMpany's fiekl, namely,

X, carrier of primary information; an_ d is also receiving:
international abstracting journal (Western), a carrier of secondary

. information, covering Xi, too;
Y2 international abetracting journal (Soviet, fieferativny Zhurnal),

another carrier of secondary information which, too, covers X1;
Y3 abstractieg journal of a national documentation center, a third carrier

of secondary information, which naturally also 'covers theprofession-
ally so important X1;

Y4 abstracting journal of the national documentation center or institute
of the given industrial branch which, again, may not have out Xi:

Y3 information (documentation) bulletin, published by the company
which besides Y1Y4 reviews, in detail, X, as the most im-
portant technical journal of the Oven industrial branch since the
company knows best and therejs much logic in this what it
needs, and, after all, X1 can be moot rapidly and directly processed
"at home" and addressed to be "desks'.

And now the circle closes: there comes the chief engineer or the chief
technologist and requests XI. the carrier of prinutry information because no
documentary publication can substitute for the direct scanning of the so
important Xt.

It is highly probable that this hypothetical- "multi-channel" model is,
by and large, characteristic of the flow of special literature information. This
being so, the question arises whether it is not-more feasible toadopt the nisch
more efficient end economical method of baying "licences" from abroad by analogy
with the problems of R &D and in so doing to rest content with the most
outstanding international abstracting journal than to produce an ineffective
maze of secondary information in a more primitive way and in a multi-
lhannel" system at national leirelt The model outlined above would certainly
seem "demoralizing" were the author to suggest against his intentions and
convinetion that there is no need for documentation and it is hot worth
while dealing with it and spending on it, an attitude shown, unfortunately
enough, by many in the economicand technological life, or at least their neglect-
ing this problem refers to such an attitude. The author's main argument is
precisely that the cause of scientific information should be treated on the basis
of serious programs elaborated with scientific methods, without exaggerations
and with,a-view to the interests of science and the national economy.
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IV. THE COMPARATIVE BACKWARDNESS OF THEORETICAL WORK IS
ONE' OF THE MAIN REASONS FOR THE 'VIRTUAL IRRECONCILABILITY
OF CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL TENDENCIES IN
LIBRARY POLICY AND THE DIFFERENT ORIENTED" APPROACHES

In respect of theoretical work and studies, the actual situation is far
from being favourable though the number of publications on libraries- and
librarianship makes up a separate library. For this there are many reasons,
practical and subjective, one of them being that particularly since World War
II librarians have had to- face a vast amount of urgent daily routine work
(storing, cataloguing,- reference, and the related organizational, budgetary,
etc. problems) on account of the information deluge and the increase in circu-
lation, so much so that their energies and interests have necessarily been shifted
towards the solving of pressing fundionakoperational and organizational problems.
Another factor affecting the comparative backwardness of theoretical work is
what Marx said about science (but "mutatis mutandis" it applies even snore
to library problems), namely- that the value of science as the product of intel-
lectual work has always been underrated since the working time necessary to
its reproduction is not proportional to the working time necessary to its
original production. Thus, e.g., a schoolboy may learn the binominal theorem
in an hour.3

Thus was it that librarians with scientific ambitions abandOned the not
too promising field of library theory and tended towards one of the "establish-
ed" branches of science and scholarship where they were not exposed to
indifference or to the danger of being possibly qualified as a scholar of a
pseudo-science. It is quite another question that library theory may be success -

il cultivated only in close connection with those specialized branches of science
or scholarship the support of which forms the primary task and justification of
scientific libraries.

Another hindering factor has been (particularly in the past) the often
unfruitful debates going on for reasons of prestige, between librarians and
documentalists at national level which, in fact, have for the most part covered
organizational and administrative problems. Asa reaction to the sudden ad-
vance of scientific and technical documentation, and also because the scientific
library could really not readily respond, to problems arising from the rapid
development of science and technology (nor could it be prepared for it), librar-
ies of the humanistic studies and social-sciences found their historically devel-
oped attitude justified- the stressed, one-sided, if not exclusively, study of
historical problems (history of books and libraries, processing manuscripts and
old books, retrospective bibliography, etc.). Raising the question of whether

-scientific libraries need "library scientists" or "learned, scientific librarians",
this controversy is greatly responsible for the fact that library science, whose
concept and scope has not been dearly enough formulated up to now, tends to give
priority to- well - established and widely accepted investigations into cultural history
over library theory. It is obvious that what scientific libraries need are scientific
librarians who have a creative proficiency in one or another branch of science or
scholarship And are conducting research in it but who also pursue their profession

trbSktobblet elraletek. 1. rim Budapest, 1958. Kossuth K. pp. 315. (Theories
on surplus value. Part 1.)
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with a good knowledge of the particular scientific methods and skills of library
work.4 What the concept of the "learned or scientific librarian" implies is the
acceptance of the individual librarian as scientist or scholar but it also implies
the underestimation of library work as a, profeision of scientific nature, while
the concept of "library scientist" includes both of the former but -- on account
of. their unclarified content in such an unfortunate war thatit raises dents
about of them..

All this and other reasons not mentioned here have led to a standstill in
library theory, sometimes even to its devaluation, and to the development of
virtually- irreconcilable trends and different "oriented" approaches.

These can be outlined, by and large, as follews: library science (in close
association with the public libmries)-oriented, documentation-oriented and
history-oriented approaches. Let- us now examine their development, content
and the problems of their irreconcilability in an effort tofind possibilities for
a synthesis.

Unary science-oriented approach

This approach subsists on the traditions of historically developed large
libraries from the times when scientific- information as "a concept did not
exist and when specialization in science, and consequently in the library
field, was at an initial stage only, when the general scientific library directly
furnished literature to science, being the only depository of scientific informa-
tion. The intensive study and handling of highly valuable collections, the
formulation of the place of the library to use a modern term in the
division of labour, as well as the theoretical generalization, to some extent,
of the scientific library's practice are all factors explaining as obvious the
library science-oriented approach which has gradually developed into "Biblio-
thekswissenschaff-", "library science" or "biblietekovedenie". The appearance
and the extremely rapid development of documentation and public libraries,
owing to the unprecedented rate of.scientific and technological progress and
to the revolutionary changes in the public demands for culture and education
particularly in the socialist countries have confronted libraries with a new
situation throughout the world. The rekstire homogeneity of librarianship has
disappeared, wide-ranging networks of special libraries and documentation
centres have evolved, networks of public libraries have accounted for an
ever growing share in the cultural budget, and society has shown an increas-
ing interest in them. As a'result_of these two processes of opposite origin and
purpose; the scientific library has --virtually or sometimes actually been
pushed into the background, and documentation with its natural freshness
and expansive methods has taken over a considerable part of the information
functions or has developed new ones the libraries had - not been prepared to
.fulfil..Thus the scientific library seemed to have passed over to the defensive
to some extent, and documentation with its new functions and methods

1 The number of professionals specializing in two or more disciplines has increased
over the past few years (e.g. engineer-economists, applied and mathematical linguists,
etc.). The development of complex and borderline disciplines involved complex training
and qualifications, too,
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appeared not as a partner created by scientific and technical needs but nas a,
rival. The expansive work of documentation and its sometimes unaccountable
attitude towards the scientific library (exaggerated emphasis on the library's
-eon.servativism and on independence of library work) have only deepened
the conflicts. In practice, all this appeared as quartels_ over matters of coin-
potence, organization and, administration, and the relevant theoretical con-
siderations have led to misunderstandings or often to debates, showing a
downward tendency though. The other process, the immense development
of the public - library system, in turn, has. given a new impetus to "library-
orientedness" in another respect. Arising from the growing number of libraries,
many-sided practical problems of training, organization, coordination, and
those deriving from the development of internal library work have made it
imperative to collect experiences and organize their exchange, resulting in methodo-
logical work which, in turn, gave rise to theoretical generalizations underlying
what is known as "library science". Thus "library science", interpreted in
different ways and understood to have different contents in time and space,
concentrated essentially. on the internal work of libraries, considering it' as a

_scientific task which it really is in certain respects , and in this endeavour
the old library-oriented approach encountered an interpretation of "library
science", evolved from the new practice of public libraries.

The main reason for misunderstandings lies not so much in the label
after all why should there not be a science for librarianship if there is theatie
or film reserach as in the fact that debates over several decades have not
succeeded in filling the concept with unambiguous content. Furthermore,
several practical problems have also gotten into the concept of library science
the solution of which, although requiring scientific training, cannot be looked
upon as science .s

What has been said of the library-oriented approach as the most general
collective term necessarily applies tola certain part of elements of the other
two "oriented" approaches, thus facilitating a briefer description.

Documentation-oriented approach

The objective reasons for the evolvement of the documentation-oriented
approach are deeply rooted-in economic and technological progress. It was
about the turn of the century that the needs of technology and practical
economic Niork raised demands for new forms, methods and content of informa-
tion. This new-type demand was called forth by industrial companies, and,
to a lesser extent, by science, and it would be a mistake to believe that it

3 By analogy, a surgeon operating on an appendix does not consider himself, and
is not thought ass, a scientist engaged in scientific work. The same applies to an engineer
designing a building, and so on and soforth. But no one would doubt that all these activ-
ities heavily rely on scienceand these professional smust have scientific training and
qualifications. Likewise, -it is also obvious that net only the study of the theoretical
foundations of these activities is scientific but also the theoretical generalization of
experiences gathered from practice. Or to take a library example, classification as a li-
brary operation is an activity requiring scientific training but not science. The study of
the theory of classificatkin,,in turn, may well be considered as science. The only question
here is whether -the theoretician of library classification is a scholar of ;,library science"
or Whether his activites fornrOf scientific classification belong to the sphere of
philosophy. However, what _really counts is not the label but the content.
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was of a merely technical character. To be sure, the forerunner of contem-
porary abstracting journals, Chemisches Zentralblatt, started as early as
1830, and documentation archives were set up within the technological and
development offices of industrial plants. It is also true that archives of
economic-documentation started their work in those early years within or
outside libraries .6

This new -type information demand was characterized, first of all, by
-speed, by the many sided presentation and analysis of the content of period-
ical-literature in compliance_ with-the customer's needs, and also by the proc-
essing of -documents-other than- traditional publications (business _reports,
prospecitises, price lists, and so forth). All-this: naturally involved the develop-
ment of Working-methods_ and formS not peculiar to scientific libraries. Thus,
for instance, one -most essential function of scientifie libraries, the preserva-
tion of the holdings, is partly or fully absent final documentatiOn. The litera-
ture, presented and analyzed by documentation, is not necessarily available
at documentation centres whose main task is not to preserve the source material
but to supply information of it. This, in fact, is its chief peculiarity. However,
it should -be added that no theoretical consideration is against uniting or
combining these two- basic types of information services within one and the
same institution as proven -- and also disproves by many_ examples.
The- legal. status and name of the servicing institution, the place of these
services in the hierarchy within the institution are all practical, administrative
questions not affecting the merit of the problem. Viewed from a scientific
angle, the relationship between the two types of services can be nothing
but coordination. It is, then, just as improper to look upon documentation
as part_ of library operations as to qualify it as fully independent of the li-
brary: The former conception has long been made obsolete by practice: docu-
mentation has its- own ways and methods, "means and modes of expression"
deriving exclusively from its peculiarities, presentation, analysis, and
transfer of information , which justify its independent operation wherever
possible and when necessitated by the circumstances. The latter conception
has never been proven, either theoretically or in practice, and as to the
theoretical definition of documentation, it is not less uncertain and vague than
that of library-science. It should also be kept in mind that the library concep-
tion has also undergone changes (particularly as a result of the activities of
special libraries), the information conception of libraries has made certain
approaeheis to that of -documentation. Theoretically, the solution might be
found in what library work, bibliography (which is, at least as "independent"
of library work as documentation) documentation have in common, and in
what links up these three large spheres of information rather than in what
separates them.7

6 Chemischee Zentralblatt may be looked upon as one of the classical examples for
the independehce of documentation because right from -its inception, it has been an
abstracting journal independent of any library. However, this proves nothing, but nor
does its opposite: had it been published within the framework of a library, this would
not prove either that the natural workshop of the editing of an abstracting journal is the
library. ,

7 The author has-already defined his position in this matter in his work "A tArsa-
clalointudointinyi kutatis es a tudominyszervezes titjekortatasi probldmiti" Budapest,
3966. Akad. K. pp. 174. (Information problems of social science research and the "science
of isiende")
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Reference should be made here to allempt8 at and researches in mecha-
nized data processing and retrieval as a recent factor strengthening the documen-
tation-oriented approach. If the momentarily utopistic conception formulated
by a Hungarian author --- tliat "unwritten records of mankind will be stored
in a few large international' centres, being not huge libraries, taken in the
present sense of the world, but giant data storing-machines, memories, the
central registei of-human knowledge and- culture" ,8 became true, it would
certainly involve revolutionary changes in the storage and diffusion of informa-
tion, a change challenging the most up-to-date library work and even the
value of the printed word as well as the traditional forms of publication.
It would certainly involve a profound transformation of the,,world's cultural
character.9 Much experience will have to be gathered to enable us lo tell
whether this will ever be accomplished or is desirable at all. But one thing
may be taken for sure even no*: the solution of mechanized data processing
is not a problem of documentation only but also that of scientific information
in general, including scientific libraries. Here, too, the task is to find a solu-
tion to what is common, leaving the distinctive marks out of consideration.

History-oriented approach

This approach, which perhaps should have been dealt with first for the
sake of historical fidelity, appears in the clearest form, both objectively and
subjectively. Obviously enough, studying historical themes ,(the history of
the book, history Of libraries and printing) has been and will always be relevant
to the scholarly profile Of large historical: libraries, inseparable from their
holdings, traditions, . and from the generations of librarians with classical
erudition. This scholarly character has always existed and will exist as long
as the traditional forms of publications survive, and even after that since
the aboVe-mentioned huge machines will never be able to substitute for
historical studies, codexes, books, old and rare manuscripts, and their schol-
arly treatment.

What the history-oriented approach represents is the conceptual con-
tinuity of historically developed large scientific libraries. It remains pro-
gressive as long as it assumes no aristocratic "traits" and does not consider
the historical studies only as scholarly or scientific work.. But as soon as such
distortions appear, other types of library (and documentation) work will be
underrated and qualified admittedly or not as pradicism, ephemeral
or as "non=scientific ", etc., an attitude which will be regarded the students
of the affected= fields as "conservtitivism", "estrangement from life", etc.,
and will be reciproCated with an underestimation of historical subjects. This
also leads to the Stiffening Of views on both sides as is the case in the library-
documentation dispute,- although historical themes, important as they are,
do not represent the whole domain Of library science.

Axob, Kiwoly: A tudomany fej16dese es a konyvtarilgy. Ac Egyetetni Kentyrttir
Evkdnyveti. 2, Budapest, 1964. p. 103-107. (The advancement of science and librarian-
ship.)

In all probability, it was 'the anxiety about the over-growth of "machine-
culture" that propted Laszlo NAurrir, the outstanding writer, to refer in ;his work
"Eget6 Enter" to the 'Machine as a devastating marauder.
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In outlining the different approaches we started from the assumption
that the relative backwardness of theoretical studies is one major reason
for the virtual -incompatibility of these approaches and of trends in library
policy reflecting them. Virtual indeed, since theoretical investigation in
library science eused as a collective term to denote* the related investigations)
and in science organization (showing presently and hopefully in the future,
too, an upward tendency) do not fdrnish a adiddrhalis for the assumption
that the differences between studies termed as library science (more accurately:
the theory of library work), theoretical studies in documentation and histor-
ical investigations, i.e., between these disciplines are more significant than
their coordinatedness or their common features. These common features
are definitely predominant, and the controversy over terminology, classifica-
tion and organization reflects the backwardness of- theoretical studies which
is even deepened by the fact that the classification- and theory of science
have not had much to contribute to the solution-of this complex of problems.
The fields dismissed here (library, documentation, Iiiitorical .research) may
he considered as a dialectic unit, all the three Iields with their peculiarities form.
an organic part of a uniform cultural awl science policy, and this, in turn,
organically includes to use a general collective term - a uniform library
system and librarianship' whose conception and interpretations also raise
their particular problems.

V. THE CONCEPTION OF THE UNITY OF THE LIBRARY SYSTEM AND
LIBRARY SCIENCE NEEDS TO BE FURTHER DEVELOPED. THE SCIEN-
TIFIC LIBRARY HAS TWO FEATURES: IT APPEARS AS PART OF THE
UNIFORM LIBRARY SYSTEM, AND. AS PART 'OF THE ENTIRE BODY
OF SCIENCE, AND AS SUCH IS A SUBJECT OF SCIENCE POLICY

Varying from one country and period to another, the type of the super-
vising body (or bodies) of libraries is what indicates the "administrative"
conception formed or not -formed about the scientifie library.. Con-
sequently the theoretical elaboration and classification of the above-dis-
cussed probleMs may only permit the theoretically well-founded elaboration
and further development of the conception of a uniform library system and
librarianship.

The scientific library including the special library and documentation,
too is an organic part of culture and ofthe uniform library system involving
the various types of public libraries; and is also part of the entire body of
science, an integral part, a component of the scientific and technical revolution,
thus haying adouble feature: This being so; the concept ofthe unity of library
system and librarianship, taken by itself, is nothing biit a fiction much in
the same Way as unity of eduCation, were it to appear without any differentia-
tion of the various types of schools; Differences between: the individual levels
of school-types and of libraries indicate certain qualitative differences in require-
ments and purpoaes rather- than in value or order of rank; In the case of library=
types' this involves a differentiation -in their holcinga, in the .organization of
'their,holdings, in, their methods_and services. In this sense, theScientific library
is a subject of science polick and organization, and as regards planning, it
should be dealt with within the given country's scientific and technological
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plan, without, however, being omitted from the cultural plan,- since it also
forms a separate heading within the plan of the socio-cultural branch. 'Accord-
ingly, the trend in the further development of the concept of the unity of
library system and librarianship would be this: to shift the dress towards the
unity of science in the light of the library's double feature and conimilment, This
would be likely to have certain implications in practically every field : problems
would arise in such fields as scientific qualification, scientific research, higher
education and training, technical instrumentation, etc.

All this requires further investigations and-also necessitates, in perspective,
a many-side& concrete-inquiry-into the probleni-of scientific-libraries, and the
state of-library theory, as pail of the- national -science policy.1° These problems
are _4"touchy' only in cases- Where -they are latent and are approached- with
impatience and mistrust without due understanding, or if questions of prestige,
real or imaginary, with different-values come to the fore instead of a' scientific
conception.- Anyway, many more important queStionS, theoretical and prac-
tical, remain to be solved in the sphere- of the unity of librarianship than the
relationship between general scientific and special librarieS.

VI. THE THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND FOUNDATION OF THE
DIVISION OF LABOUR-BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES (AS GENERAL)
AND SPECIAL LIBRARIES- (AS_ PARTICULAR) IS- ONE OF THE KEY-
ISSUES OF A-FURTHERDEVELOPMENT-OF SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIANSHIP
AS A WHOLE

In the age of what is called "information deluge", the large scientific
library of universal-character is nothing but a fiction as regards the comprehen-
siveness of written documents. Carrying this problem to absurdity,, such a
universal library would -assume all the functions now performed by the national
libraries-of the world, a task that cannot be tackled even by such immense
institutions of t'imliinited" possibilities as the Lenin Library or the Library
of Congress. And, considered from an international viewpoint, nor is there a
need for such -1). giant institution. It may well be laid down as a principle that
"one library is no library" since only the totality of libraries and library net-
works of a country (or with some exaggeration all libraries of the world) can
potentially meet all -the demands -of science. The document production of a
country is made available to- both national and international users by the

or
national library,, and the _peeling of these documents in their entirety

or even- partly into- one universal library is all the more unnecessary since
both -the content And the level of the documents are extremely heterogeneous.
Universality in _such o, sense that a library should collect everything (even
only to 'a_ defined- degree)- from 0 to 9 in terms of UDC is also unnecessary.

Hoivever, there is a positive need for the existence of "universal" or
rather general libraries-whose "universality." is taken in another sense, even

1° This WOuld_requirna series of analytical studies which could tackle the problems
connected with the possibilities of publication, -"The publicity" of the theme should
inVolve-an.Open discussion on the major theoretical problems of scientific librarians,
along with some More important information problems Of the individual branches of
science -in organs other -than the prefeesIonal library journals. (There have been some
initiatives-- tAeri- in this respect:)

.

2*
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within the narrower compasses of defined fields of collecting (profile), and
these libraries perform indispensable functions.

These functions are the following. A special library usually covers, to
the largest possible extent, literature necessary to current research projects
irrespective of the trend, new fields of research or new branches of science and
scholarship appearing in-the world's scientific literature. In deliberate scientific
cooperation and division of labotir) with.the special' libraries, the task of the
general scientific library may donsist, In acquiring whatever it considers of
lasting _value- in--world -literature, going into detailed acquisitions only within
the_scope of its main profile. The meaning and justification of universality derive
froM -such =an outlook upon the -world; and from an independence of fixed
fields, thus permitting -one to -follow- thedoVelopment of new disciplines (are
not a fictitious general collection covering all the existing fields and so neces-
sarily superficial), on the_ one hand, and, on the Other; -from the fact that
up-to-date scientific work is Characterid by complex reward' assuming the
cooperation of several major disciplines, -as well as their literature.

A scientific library may be considered to have a general profile even if
it collects a selected array of outstanding works within some but not all disci-
plines. A further criterion for universality is the acquisition of encyclopedic,
bibliographic, general scientific works, handbooks, union catalogues, directo-
ries, and the like which cover all branches of science and whose centralization
promoteS the information of the special libraries, too. in other words, taking
part in the- division of general library work are general scientific libraries
through their centralized information basis and Special libraries through their
decentralized and highly specialized holdings. This is one of the most important
forms of centralization and decentralization combined in scientific libraries.
This eart,be outlined in the following way:

Holdings

Information basis

Services

General scientific library

Specialized only in sonic dis-
ciplines;

Outstanding works of world
literature;

Independent of current
research;

Literature in complex research;
Literature of new disciplines;
Special collections
General: standard, reference

works, manuals, handbooks
Nation-wide and covering

international relations

Special library
(awl documentation centre)

Detailed as required by the re-
search (educational subject
within one or a few disciplines
and/or sectors)

At seetoral level depending on
the profile of the institute

Participation in institutional
and seotoral cooperation, limi-
ted international relations

It should be noted here that the conception of the unity of librarianship
is closely conneFted with this problem since public library systems, also have
an important-taalc, to. be-performed and further developed in the transmission
of the services of scientific libraries.

The question of what disciplines a general scientific library is expected
to cover or 'neglect in= its` up World literature and in its acquisition
OHO is a practical one to be answered for each individUal case as a function
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of time and place. The related questions which are still to be solved include,
among others, the elaboration of the feasible forms of the division of labour,
ensuring instrumentation, intellectual and technical, necessary to -it, the devel-
opment of the administrative network and sectoral cooperation, and in-
directly the relationship between scientific libraries and the problem of the
"two cultures", although thematically this leads on to the next chapter.

VII. SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES HAVE PARIICULAR TASKS IN RECON-
CILING THE CONTRADICTIONS, DIVERGENT VIEWS, AND PROBLEMS
ARISING FROM THE DEBATE OF THE TWO CULTURES" (NATURAL
SCIENTIFIC VS. HUMANISTIC ERUDITION AND CULTURE)

The concept of the "two cultures" denotes the (natural) scientific and
humanistic erudition and world concept as has been used in recent debates."
The reader's knowledge of this debate and of its major issues is taken for
granted, so it is, therefore, needless to outline it here. The debate, however,
poses the question of whether -the scientific library can play any role, and if
so, what role in the formation of the "two cultures", the two world concepts
and in reconciling the related contradictions ?

It hardly needs any proof that special libraries and documentation play
a considerable part in- scientific and technical education, in research and in
the dissemination of scientific knowledge. Similarly, the active role of the
respective sectoral libraries in the diffusion of the social sciences and humanities
is also obvious. Nor is it doubtful that the scientific and technical libraries are
also supposed to participate within reasonable compasses in prt,pagating
the knowledge incorporated in the social sciences and vice versa, while public
libraries should be'engaged in diffusing both scientific fields. What is, at most,
needed here is the development of more feasible methods and forms. What is,
then, the role or more accurately the particular role of the historically
developed.large general scientific libraries with sizeable historical and special
collections ?

I have already referred to the two extremities of views as to the prospects
of written records and the "mechanized culture" (huge machine memories and
the "marauder-machines") -- neither of them being able to solve the problem.
Mathematical methods and the resulting mechanical or cybernetical methods,
applications, processes have gained ground in the fields of social sciences and
humanities, e.g. in economics, demography, mathematical linguistics, machine
translation or in our narrower field: mechanized storage and retrieval_oftinfor-
mation. This is an irresistible,process promoting and enriching science which

II Literature on this subject is on the increase. Lectures of Charles P. SNOW sad
Bertrand RUSSELL provoked debates all over the world. Commissioned by the European
Coordination Center for -Research and Documentation- in Social Sciences (Vienna),
Professor Sandor-SzALAt is the director Of a major research project concerned with the
problems of free time ( "time - budget project"). This project is an outstanding example
of East-West cooperation._Here1 roter to S. STIturitmx's book: Nash mir chariot 20 lot.
(Moscow, 1962._ Sovetskaya Rossiya.: pp. 190.). All this and other works not mentioned
here, dealing-with free time,-the diviiion of labour and the possibilities of the personality's
development, kigether- with the debates ori-"alienation ", -are connected, directly or in-
directly," with the two cultures". -
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should be furthered with all possible means but should not be fetishized or abso-
lutized. Mechanization and the machine itself is a tool, a means capable of
increasing the capacity and effectiveness of intellectual work, without being
able to substitute for it (e.g. in art and literature). Its mission is to serve as
a tool, to promote the development of science, the increase and rationalizatiOn
of production. .

Marx explained that "work no longer appears embedded in the produc-
tive process, but it forms something in the course of which man acts as the
supervisor and regulator of the productive process. (As it is true for machine
production, so it applies to the combination of various typesof human activities
and to the development' of huinanr relations, Mo.) " Furthermore, "it is not the
direct work done by man himself, nor is it the time during which ho works,
but the mastery of his own universal productive force, the fact that he under-
stands and takes possession of nature . short, it is Me development of the
social individual that appears as the pillar of production and economy." Hence
the conclusion: "the real richness is nothing but the developed productive force
of all individuals. The measure of richness will then be not the working time but
the free time." In addition to this, Marx's following statement also serves as
an approach to the debate on the "two cultures ", and also to our immediate
problem of the particular role of scientific libraries: "Economy of iworking
time is identical with increasing the free time, that is, with the increase of time
necessary to the full development of the individual, which as an immense productive
force by itself reacts upon the productive force of work. From the aspect of the
direct process of production, this economy of working time may be looked
upon as the production of fixed capital: this fixed capital is man himself . ."
"Free time, which is partly leisure time, partly time to realize more sublime
activities, naturally changes him who possesses ii into a different subject, and this
person enters as a different subject in the direct process of production."

What is, then, the particular role of the scientific library in realizing this
Marxian humanistic perspective ? On the one hand, it is expected to promote
the process of science and production with all possible means (the possible
modes of which is dealt with by a maze of library publications and a wide
range of library and documentation services) in order to achieve the maximum
free time. This end is served primarily, by the propagation of scientific, tech-
nical and economic knowledge, an activity particularly emphasized throughout
the world. On-the other hand, the scientific libiat7 has andwill have continuously
to propagate the results of the social sciences and humanities, as well as the
related documents and literature necessary to the full development of the
individual which enrich its emotional world- and develop the humane "fixed
capital". in this sense, these Iwo kinds of Me propagation of knowledge form an
organic unit, neither of them having a priority over the other, and their contra-
diction is only virtual: ultimately both of them are human-pentered since real
richness is nothing but "the developed productive forcof all individuals".

However, to achieve this end it is necessary that libraries in the field
of the social and humanistic studies should be brought into line with the

" Marx's drafts on the problems of political economy, first published in Bol-
shevik (No. 11-12, 1939.); the Hungarian translation is based on this text. Other
citations are taken from the same sources. (Italics mine: G. R.) Since no authentic
English translation is available, this text is the rough translation of the Hungarian version.
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scientific and technical libraries as regards their development, or broadly
speaking, libraries should be developed so that they might be able to meet
the prospective requirements at a time when free time will be incomparably
more than now, when popular masses will pursue such "sublime activities" as
science, literature, arts, and when not only the specialists but also the masses
relieved from the burden of narrow specialization will also study their "pre-
history" out of being interested in it, and finally, when scientifie work will
become a massive activity. Preparations for all this should be started just
now and carried on continuously with the organization of the holdings
and with the acquisition on a large scale, and arrangement of documents (old
and rare books, manuscripts, and general scholarly works coveting the indi-
vidual fields of the humanistic studies) whose "moral amortization' is negli-
gible, if any. These are thevery documents the handling of which will certainly
constitute a considerable part of "sublime activities" and will contribute to
the many-sided development of the personality as against works of rapid
"moral amortization' which are indispensable today, but will become obsolete
in a few years because of the rapid development of science and technology
(this Applies priinarily to technical works, but, to .a limited extent, to scientific
works, as well). Envisaging a renaissance of the humanistic studies and con-
sidering the "two cultures" and the two world outlooks as a unity, scientific
libraries We deliberately to make preparations for all this, and have to work
on the formation of this unity. It is only with this that scientific libraries
might successfully play their particular role in scientc and technological
development and might adequately add not only in the scientc and tech-
nical field but also in the humanistic education, in the formation of human
character and society to the many-sided development of the individual
with their particular methods.

VHL SCIENTIFIC LIBRARIES ALSO HAVE PARTICULAR TASKS IN
ELIMINATING BACKWARDNESS,IN REACHING THE WORLD STANDARD
IN THE ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC, AND TECHNOLOGICAL FIELDS AND
IN INCREASING THE ,,PER CAPITA RIND FEELING" IN THE HUMAN
FIELD

As has beenieferred to above, the tasks of scientific libraries in promoting
research work and technological development, along with the related methods
and forms are dealt with by an extremely sizeable special literature. Much
attention has also been given lathe 'hereto)* to the general tasks, situation
and to the questions of developing the scientific librares. It is obvious that
scientific libraries also have tasks even though indirectly or through
transmissions in the peaceful competition of the two great political systems
of the world and they have, to contribute to solving the immense problems
of the developing countries. In the economic, scientific and technical fields,
this may be formulated in the following way: scientific libraries can also
be of help in catching up with the world standard. This is precisely what

Illnsicativo of how libraries try to find new ways and means is P. Gythus's
sioakaatia"martkle:*ma tarvaart (ifeideftVaisek hlormdc46 hscsndlatdask Idektandhos

TudcwidnYos de iambi Taiikoziakis, 1984. p. 748-783. (Moms' law.)
(Rsocairsion the psychology and sociology of th* nes of informatico.)'
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sets a perspective before the library. And this is the ultimate objective of
library and documentation work in these fields.

However, catching up with the world standard also has its own persper-
live or ultimate objective which is not merely the raising of the per capita
production of steel or butter, etc. to a certain level in order to attain an abun-
dance 'of products in the last resort and which of the "two cultures" in accor-
dance with what have been discussed above in order to develop the individual
to the full, in other words, the competition is going on not only for the increase
in the "per capita" production of steel, butter, etc. but also for what might
be termed as "per capita kind feeling" or "per capita conmiovaness" or eves
"per capita human dignity".

And this is not easier or simpler than the "material" competition by
a long way.

The interdependence between economy and consciousness is just as
obvious as the complexity of this interdependence and the ambiguity of
interactions.

Thus, among other things, no one may assume that wealth by itself
can automatically cause an increase in the "kind feeling" or can raise human
dignity to a higher level or can make us happier. He who takes his lima two
times or has twice as many clothes or has twice as big an apartment, does not
necessarily have twice as great an awareness of the quality of life. If wealth,
personal or social, were automatically to increase "the kind feeling", or to
imply more culture or to involve more "sublime activities", this would cer-
tainly appear so in the historically "luckier" and richer nations of the Weet.
"Alienation" and various signs of crisis in the "kind feeling" do not refer to
this. The reverse of what has been stated above is not true, either, at least in
society, namely that in the long run "one may dreatnof beauties even kneeling
on peas"." Without a high level material culture and production and without
an abundancy of products there is no free time and its use in the Marxism
sense; there is no possibility of eliminating narrow specialization livid of devel-
oping citizens with many-sided personalities. This might be possible for the
individual or for groups with a high degree of ( niseknumeas but not for society
as a whole.

It is however, highly probable or rather necessary that the countries
which have started their development with underveloped productive forces
and under less favourable circumstances, will yield more as regards the "per
capita kind feeling", human dignity or educational opportunities than the
economically more developed bourgeois countries. This is true in many respects
and much has' come true by now, particularly in the field of education and
culture., Whit we have in mind, is that the term "peaceful competition
us taken to mean not only an economic competition but considering its final
objectiie and its possible approach also a competition for the, increase in
"kind feeling", both socially and individually. Following /ion the contemplation

14 Reference to a pamsge in Imre Matden'a classical work "The Tragedy of Man".
Scene 12. .

". .To keep you wide awake, you'll kneel on peon.

I'll dreim ofleauties oven on my knees ...!!
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